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Vontobel Enhanced Indices
Vontobel Enhanced Indices are systematic option strategies designed to generate
a steady income, together with additional risk-adjusted yield. Tracker certificates
enable investors to participate in the performance of the strategies.
1.

Three strategies: covered call, put write & calendar

Vontobel Enhanced Indices are based on systematic option
selling strategies. Tracker certificates enable investors to participate in the performance of the Enhanced Indices. Options
on the underlying index are sold (written) systematically each
day. This results in the following advantages:

fallen by more than 6% when the put options expire. As a result,
the strategy could be suitable in an environment of increased
volatility accompanied by flat or rising markets.
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 Timing risk is reduced, since the continuous option writing
means that investment and exit are smoothed
 Constant premium income is generated in the index, regardless of market conditions
 Rule-based approach through the systematic writing of
options
Vontobel Enhanced Indices consist of three different strategies.
Each strategy has two tranches: one on the Swiss Market Index
in CHF, and one on the Euro Stoxx 50 Index in EUR.
2.1 Enhanced covered call strategy
The enhanced covered call strategy consists of two components. Component 1 is a long position in the underlying index.
The other side of the strategy is to sell a set of call options each
day:
- Call option with strike price 102%, duration 2 weeks
- Call option with strike price 103%, duration 3 weeks
- Call option with strike price 104%, duration 4 weeks
The daily sale of call options generates option premiums which,
together with the long index position, go toward the index. The
strategy could be suitable for moderately rising or flat markets.
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2.3 Enhanced put write calendar strategy
The enhanced put write calendar strategy is a further development of the conventional enhanced put write strategy. On the
one hand, options with a barrier are sold each day – these are
known from barrier reverse convertibles (down & in put, “DIP”).
On the other hand, hedging options (“long put position”) with a
long duration are also bought:
- Down & in put (“DIP”) option, strike price 100%, barrier
90% European, duration 1 month [short] with factor 1.25
at implied volatility >35%
- Long put position, strike price 100% duration 1 year [long]
In this strategy, too, options are bought and sold daily. For the
long position, only 2% of the index value per annum is spent on
option premiums, so that net premiums are still generated. The
long put position has the advantage that a slump could be cushioned to some extent if markets fall sharply.
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2.2 Enhanced put write strategy
The enhanced put write strategy does not have a position in the
underlying indices SMI and Euro Stoxx 50.Instead, it sells
(writes) a put option each day with a strike price 6% lower than
the current index level:
- put option with strike price 94%, duration 1 month
The daily sale of put options generates premiums that go toward the index. The strategy is effective if the index has not
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3.
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Features of Vontobel Enhanced Indices

These strategies represented in Vontobel Enhanced Indices
could be particularly successful in moderately negative, flat and
positive markets. Compared to a direct investment in the underlying, tracker certificates on the strategies represented in
Vontobel Enhanced Indices are therefore designed to be more
defensive.
In extreme bull markets the strategies may lag behind the underlying, while they may underperform in extreme bear markets. Investors in these certificates should note that they additionally bear the issuer risk (a risk that the issuer of the certificate is not able to fulfill its commitments from the product).
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It appears that volatility could remain high in the current market
environment. This would lead to higher option premiums, which
could be a factor in favor of Vontobel Enhanced Indices, especially at this time.
4.

Strategies on the Euro Stoxx 50 compared

5.

The following chart shows the three strategies (indexed to 100,
start in January 2015, past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance)
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Strategies on the Swiss Market Index compared

The following chart shows the three strategies (indexed to
100, start in January 2015, past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance)
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Currency

CHF
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Code

ENHACSVT
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SSPA product type (1300)
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CH0553372563

CH0553372506
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Option type

Long SMI

Long EuroStoxx50 Short put

Short put

Short down&in put Short down&in put

3*short call

3*short call

Long put

Long put

Frequency

daily

daily

daily

daily

daily

daily

Mgmt fees

0.90% p.a.

0.90% p.a.

0.90% p.a.

0.90% p.a.

0.90% p.a.

0.90% p.a.

Legal Notices
This publication is deemed to be marketing material within the meaning of Article 68 of the Swiss Financial Services Act (FINSA) and for informational
pur-poses only, does not represent an investment recommendation or advice and contains neither an offer nor an invitation to make an offer. It does not
replace the qualified advice necessary before any purchase decision, in particular as regards all associated risks. We will be happy to provide you with
the legal binding documents such as the key information sheet or the prospectus as well as the information brochure "Risk Involved in Trading Financial
Instruments" at any time and free of charge. Before purchasing derivative products, investors should read the relevant product documentation. This information contains an indication of past performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. This information contains information on
future performance. Such forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance. This publication was prepared by the Structured Solutions & Treasury unit of our institution and is not the result of financial analysis. Structured products are not regarded as collective investment schemes within the
meaning of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA) [status as of 1 July 2016], and are therefore not subject to the approval or supervision of the Swiss Financial Market Supervi-sory Authority FINMA. The value of structured products may depend not only on the performance of the underlying, but also on the creditworthiness of the issuer. The investor is exposed to the risk of the issuer / guarantor defaulting. This publication may not be
reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of Vontobel. This publication and the financial products outlined therein are not intended for
persons subject to a jurisdiction, which limits or prohibits the sale of financial products or the dissemination of this publication and/or the information contained therein. All information is provided without guarantee. We will be happy to answer any questions you may have concerning our products on +41 58
283 78 88. Please note that all calls to this number are recorded. Please note the index disclaimer on derinet.vontobel.com.
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